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Abstract—Background subtraction (BS) is an efficient tech-
nique for detecting moving objects in video sequences. A simple
BS process involves building a model of the background and
extracting regions of the foreground (moving objects) with the
assumptions that the camera remains stationary and there exist
no movements in the background. These assumptions restrict
the applicability of BS methods to real-time object detection in
video. In this paper, we propose an extended cluster BS technique
with a mixture of symmetric alpha stable (SαS) distributions.
An on-line self-adaptive mechanism is presented that allows
automated estimation of the model parameters using the log
moment method. Results over real video sequences from indoor
and outdoor environments, with data from static and moving
video cameras are presented. The SαS mixture model is shown
to improve the detection performance compared with a cluster
BS method using a Gaussian mixture model and the method of
Li et al. [11].
Index Terms—automatic object detection, background subtrac-
tion, segmentation, alpha stable distribution
I. INTRODUCTION
Moving object detection in video sequences represents a
critical component of many modern video processing systems.
The standard approach to object detection is Background
Subtraction (BS), that attempts to build a representation of
the background and detect moving objects by comparing each
new frame with this representation [4]. A number of different
BS techniques have been proposed in the literature and some
of the popular methods include mixture of Gaussians [24],
kernel density estimation [6], colour and gradient cues [9],
high level region analysis [22], hidden Markov models [21],
and Markov random fields [14]. Basic BS techniques detect
foreground objects as the difference between two consecutive
video frames, operate at pixel level and are applicable to
static backgrounds [4]. Although the generic BS method is
simple to understand and implement, the disadvantages of the
frame difference BS is that it does not provide a mechanism
for choosing the parameters, such as the detection threshold,
and it is unable to cope with multi-modal distributions. One
of the important techniques able to cope with multi-modal
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background distributions and to update the detection threshold
makes use of Gaussian mixture models (GMMs). The model
proposed in [24] describes each pixel as a mixture of Gaus-
sians and an on-line update of this model. The larger Gaussian
components correspond to the background and this is used to
generate the background model. An algorithm for background
modeling and BS based on Cauchy statistical distribution [13]
is shown to be robust and adaptive to dynamic changes of the
background scene and more cost effective than the GMM as
it does not involve any exponential operation.
In [11] the foreground objects are detected in complex
environments. The background appearance is characterised by
principal features (spectral, spatial and temporal) and their
statistics, at each pixel. However, the learning method in [11]
requires ‘training’ since it relies on look up tables for the
features and adapts them to the changes of environment. The
CBS-SαS technique that we propose does not need such
look up tables for the image features and is a cluster-based
technique, which makes it different from [11]. According to
our knowledge only one recent work [18] considers mixtures
of SαS distributions for off-line data analysis and does not
seem suitable for real-time object detection.
In this paper, we propose a novel cluster BS (CBS) tech-
nique based on SαS distributions, which technique we call
CBS-SαS. The main contributions of the paper are threefold.
Firstly, the BS process is performed at cluster level as opposed
to pixel level methods that are commonly used [6], [24],
[4]. The CBS-SαS method reduces significantly the clutter
noise that arises due to slight variations in the pixel intensities
within regions belonging to the same object. Secondly, due to
their heavy tails, SαS distributions can help handling dynamic
changes in a scene, and hence they model moving backgrounds
and moving camera in a better way than the GMM. Results of
modeling the background of a moving image sequence can
be best obtained while operating with estimated values of
the characteristic exponent parameter of the SαS distribution,
rather than with fixed values corresponding to the Gaussian
or Cauchy case. By estimating the parameters of the α stable
distribution, the probability density function (PDF) of clusters
of pixels can be faithfully represented and a reliable model
of the background can be obtained. Thirdly, we show that a
mixture of SαS distributions can represent well the multi-
modality and guarantees reliable object detection. A wide
range of tests is performed on indoor and outdoor environment,
on data from a static and moving cameras.
The remaining part of the paper is organised as follows.
Section II presents the proposed CBS-SαS technique. A
comparison of the CBS-SαS with a CBS-GMM BS and
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the background appearance method of Li et al. [11] on real
video sequences is presented in Section III. Conclusions are
summarised in Section IV.
II. THE PROPOSED CBS-SαS TECHNIQUE
In contrast with conventional BS techniques such as [6],
[24], [4] that operate at pixel level, the developed BS technique
makes use of the advantages of the cluster image representa-
tion. Here, an image frame at time instant k is subdivided
into constituent clusters cik, (0 ≤ i ≤ q), where q is the
total number of clusters present in the image. Automatic
clustering is performed with vector quantisation and using
colour features [15].
The problem of CBS involves a decision on whether a
cluster cik belongs to the background (bG) or foreground (fG)







where, the vector cik = (ci1,k, . . . , ci`,k) characterises the i-th
cluster (0≤ i≤ q) at time instant k, containing ` number of
pixels such that [Im]k =
[




is the whole image;
p(bG|cik) is the PDF of the bG, evaluated using a certain
feature (e.g. colour or edges) of the cluster cik; p(fG|cik) is
the PDF of the fG of the same cluster cik; p(cik|bG) refers to
the PDF of the cluster feature given a model for the bG and
p(cik|fG) is the appearance model of the fG object. In our
cluster BS technique the decision that a cluster belongs to a








The appearance of the fG, characterised by the PDF
p(cik|fG), is assumed uniform. The bG model represented as






which is a rolling collection of images over a specific update
time T . The time T is crucial since its update determines the
model ability to adapt to illumination changes and to handle
appearances and disappearances of objects in a scene. If the
frame rate is known, the time period T can be adapted, e.g.,
as a ratio T = N
fps
between the number N of frames obtained
through the online process and the frame rate, fps, frames per
second. Since the threshold is a scalar, the decision in (2) is
made from the average of the distributions of all pixels within
the cluster cik.
A. Alpha Stable Distributions
The appeal of SαS distributions as a statistical model for
signals derives from some important theoretical and empirical
reasons [19]. Generally, there is no closed-form expression for
the PDF of SαS distributions. A convenient way of defining
them is by their characteristic function ϕ(c) = exp(jδc −
γ|c|α), where α is the characteristic exponent parameter, with
values 0 <α≤ 2 that controls the heaviness of the tails of the
density function, δ is the location parameter (−∞< δ <∞)
that corresponds to the mean for 1 < α ≤ 2, and to the median
for 0 < α ≤ 1 and γ is the dispersion parameter (γ > 0),
which determines the spread of the density around the location
parameter. A SαS distribution, characterised by the above
three parameters is denoted by S(α, γ, δ). In fact, no closed-
form expressions for the general symmetric α stable PDF exist,
except for the Gaussian and Cauchy members. Specifically, the
case α = 2 corresponds to the Gaussian distribution and the
PDF has the form










The case α = 1 corresponds to the Cauchy distribution, for
which the PDF is given by
fα=1(γ, δ; c) =
γ
pi[γ2 + (c− δ)2] . (4)
B. SαS Mixture Models
The PDFs p˜(cik|<k, bG + fG) of the fG and bG can be
calculated as a mixture





k; α˜k, γ˜m,k), (5)
of an M component SαS PDFs ϕ(cik; α˜k, γ˜m,k) (with pa-
rameters α˜k, the characteristic exponent and γ˜m,k, dispersion
parameter). The weighting coefficients pim,k are calculated as
shown in the next subsection.
C. Iterative Log-Moment Estimation
The most important parameters of a SαS distribution
are the characteristic exponent α and dispersion parame-
ter γ. The location parameter δ is often assumed to be
zero, i.e., the measurements are normalised with respect to
the origin. Several methods for estimating these parameters
have been introduced in [12]. In our CBS-SαS technique
the parameters of the SαS distribution are evaluated based
on the log-moment estimation method. The update of the
parameter estimates α˜(1,k), α˜(2,k), . . . , α˜(M,k) and γ˜(1,k),
γ˜(2,k), . . . , γ˜(M,k) at time instant k is performed, respec-
tively, from the estimates α˜(1,k−1), α˜(2,k−1), . . . , α˜(M,k−1)
and γ˜(1,k−1), γ˜(2,k−1), . . . , γ˜(M,k−1) at a previous time k−1.
According to the log moment estimation technique, if <k
is a real SαS random variable, then its p-th order moment
satisfies the relation E(|<k|p) = E(eplog|<k |) = E(epV ),
where −1 < p < α and V = log|<k| corresponds to a
log |SαS| process with µk and σk representing the mean and
variance of the <k samples. The estimates of the mean and
variances, µ˜1,k, ..., µ˜M,k and σ˜21,k, ..., σ˜2M,k, respectively of
the <k samples can be represented as in [23] with
w˜m,k+1 = w˜m,k +
1
Tk
(om,k − w˜m,k), (6)













(δ′m,kδm,k − σ2m,k), (8)
where δm,k = cik − µ˜m,k, ′ denotes the transpose operation,
om,k refers to the ownership of the new cluster and defines
the closeness of this cluster to a particular SαS component,
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and m = 1, . . . ,M . The dispersion parameter γm,k at any



















and similarly the characteristic exponent αk at time instant k






























where Ce = 0.57721566... is the Euler constant. The accuracy
of this parameter estimation technique increases with the
increase in sample size. The ownership of any new cluster
is set to 1 for “close” components and the others are set to
zero. A cluster is close to a component iff the Mahalanobis
distance between the component and the cluster centre is, e.g.,
less than 3. If there are no “close” components, a component
is generated with w˜m+1,k = 1/Tk, with an initial mean µ˜0
and variance σ˜20 . The model presents clustering of compo-
nents and the background is approximated with the B largest





m=1 w˜m,k > (1− cf)), where b is a variable
defining the number of clusters considered and cf is the
proportion of the data that belong to fG objects without
influencing the background model. The proportion between
the pixels from the fG and the pixels from the bG is assumed
constant in most models [24]. This assumption is not valid
when videos of objects are captured from a close proximity.
In such circumstances, the proportion of pixels belonging to
the objects of interest, i.e., the fG pixels, are much higher
than the bG pixels. The ratio defining the percentage of fG





III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed CBS-SαS technique has
been validated over a real video sequences CAVIAR [1],
PETS [2], data taken with static and moving video cam-
eras, from outdoor and indoor scenarios [16]. The CBS-SαS
technique is compared with the CBS-GMM [3] and with the
technique for complex bG and fG object detection proposed in
[11]. In our experiments (except where is it explicitly stated),
we have chosen the number of mixture components for the
CBS-SαS and CBS-GMM to be 3.
A. Static Camera Video Sequence
We first compare the performance of the proposed CBS-SαS
technique with the CBS-GMM [3] performance using real
video sequences taken with a stationary camera. In general,
both the CBS-GMM and the CBS-SαS models perform well.
It can be observed from the results on Figure 1 that the
(Original Sequence)
(a: Results from the CBS-GMM)
(b: Results from the CBS-SαS)
Fig. 1. Results from: (a) CBS-GMM [3], (b) proposed CBS-SαS model on
sequence 1 (static camera), DIF DTC testing data [10].
proposed mixture of SαS distributions is able to avoid over-
segmentation, to cope well with the multi-modality and hence
to represent in a better way the object of interest than the
GMM. In the next subsection, results on video data captured
with a moving camera and movements in the bG are presented.
B. Moving Camera Video Sequence
Deep sea water video sequences are particularly challenging
due to the video camera movement. The object of interest is
(Original Sequence)
(a: Results from the CBS-GMM)
(b: Results from the CBS-SαS)
Fig. 2. Results from the (a) CBS-GMM [3] and (b) proposed CBS-SαS
model on sequence 2 (moving camera sequence)
a deep sea diver who is also in motion. There are sources of
multi-modality, moving bG and the camera is moving. From
Fig. 2 a) and b) is evident that the SαS CBS reduces signif-
icantly the level of clutter. We performed additional tests on
another video sequence, corresponding to an outdoor scenario
(taken from [16]). The results from Fig. 3 show that the
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(Original Sequence)
(a: Results from the CBS-GMM)
(b: Results from the CBS-SαS)
Fig. 3. Results from: (a) CBS-GMM [3], (b) proposed CBS-SαS model on
sequence taken with moving camera (public data [16]).
proposed CBS-SαS technique reduces the clutter noise and
to cope with camera displacements and small movements in
the bG. The SαS densities with heavy tails can accommodate
the variations in the bG and possesses higher robustness to
illumination changes than the CBS-GMM.
C. Quantitative Analysis
Recall and precision quantify how well an algorithm
matches the ground truth. Recall [5] is calculated as the ratio
of the number of fG pixels correctly identified to the number
of fG pixels in the ground truth and precision is computed as
a ratio of the number of fG pixels correctly identified to the
number of fG pixels detected. In Figure 4 it can be observed









































Fig. 4. Recall-Precision curves of the CBS-GMM [3] and proposed CBS-
SαS model, for sequences 2 and 3.
that both techniques show a steady decrease in precision with
increase in recall. However, the proposed CBS-SαS algorithm
(blue line) displays higher levels of precision for the same
values of the recall than the CBS-GMM (red dashed line). The
higher the rate of precision implies a greater rate of correct
classification of fG pixels [5].
The performance of the CBS-SαS technique was further
tested over a large sequences from CAVIAR [1] and PETS [2]
datasets. In addition to the recall and precision measures,
the ratio S(A,B) = {A ∩ B}/{A ∪ B} [7] between the
intersection of the ground truth and segmented regions over
the union of the ground truth and segmented regions is used
to evaluate the performance of the CBS-SαS, CBS-GMM
algorithms and the algorithm of Li et al. [11]. The accuracy
of the segmentation process increases with increasing the
values of S. If S > 0.5 the performance of segmentation
is generally considered good and nearly perfect for values of
S > 0.8. The average values of precision, recall and S-ratio
are shown in Table I calculated on CAVIAR data [1], from
indoor environment and with the camera above the level of
the walking person. According to the these results the CBS-
Table 1: Precision, recall and S-ratio with CAVIAR data [1]
SαS technique achieves the highest values for the precision,
recall, and S-ratio followed by the algorithm of Li et al. [11]
and then by the CBS-GMM algorithm. In order to explain
this performance of the CBS-SαS technique, we consider
the estimates of α (the characteristic exponent) over different
frames of a video sequence (plotted in blue) taken with a
static camera and a video sequence (plotted in red) taken with
a moving camera from the PETS 2001 dataset. Figure 6 (a)
shows that the value of α for the static camera is around 1.5
to 2. For moving camera the value ranges between 1 and 2
(nearly 1 means that the distribution is nearly Cauchy).
The better performance of the CBS-SαS with respect to the
CBS-GMM technique can be understood when we consider the
grey level intensity representing the bG subject to illumination
changes over a short period of time. For the PETS sequence
the histograms are given in Figure 7. The heavy tailed multi-
modal histogram cannot be represented well by the standard
GMM as seen from Figure 7. Sample distributions of the
GMM are compared with the SαS model of the intensity.
Clearly, the mixture of SαS distributions (dashed dot lines) is
models variations in intensity in a better way than the standard
GMM. Similar experiments with slight variations of the bG
due to camera movements have established the superiority of
the CBS-SαS model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A novel approach for automatic object detection based on
cluster BS with SαS distribution was introduced. The heavy
tail SαS distributions allow to cope with slight movements in
the background, camera shakes and clutter noise. An adaptive
framework for parameter estimation is proposed that allows the
model to adapt to environmental changes. A comparison of the
model to its counterpart CBS-GMM model [3] is presented.
Experimental results show that the CBS-SαS algorithm has
efficient performance measured by precision, recall and S-
ratios and outperforms both the CBS algorithms with a GMM
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(a) PETS sequence with changeable lighting conditions: original video (left,
frame 10200), CBC-SαS (middle), CBS-GMM (right)
(b) PETS sequence with changeable lighting conditions: original video (left,
frame 11044), CBC-SαS (middle), CBS-GMM (right)
(c) PETS sequence from a moving camera (top left, frame 21398),
CBC-SαS (middle), CBS-GMM (right)
Fig. 5. Results on PETS sequences [2]

























Fig. 6. (a) Estimated α: in video from a static camera (α in static) and from
a moving camera (α in dynamic)
















Fig. 7. Intensity histogram of a background pixel: CBS-SαS and CBS-GMM
and the algorithm of Li et al. [11]. The model has relatively
low memory requirements and can process at the rate of 15-20
fps on a Intel Duo Core processor machine. Our future work
will be focussed on BS for videos from moving cameras, with
scenarios similar to the considered in [20], [17], [8].
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